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AT THE CENTER OF ANY DISCUSSION OF RUM SELJUQ

palace architecture lie the Persianate aspirations
of the dynasty. The suburban Persian palace, an
open park studded with garden enclosures and
populated by tents and multistory pavilions, is
well known from the later Timurid and Safavid
examples in Iran. It also remained an influence
on Mughal and Ottoman palace architecture.
From the medieval Iranian world, however, a
different kind of palace, the large, courtyard-
centered complex such as those atLashkari Bazar
and Ghazni, has been recovered.

Evidence for pavilions in medieval Iran reaches
us indirectly through architectural elements:
carved marble or limestone slabs. The short front
ends of these slabs depict two-story kiosk-like
structures accessed by a set of stairs from the rear
(fig. 1).' In medievalAnatolia, the Seljuqs of Rum
were the Muslim standard bearers of the subur-
ban palace park, with the pavilion or kiosk as its
major architectural expression. Here I would like
to address this palace type, the imagery associat-
ed with it, and its transformation in thirteenth-
century Anatolia.

In the northernJazira, which lies between Iran
and Anatolia, still another palace type is known
from Diyarbakir and Mosul and from an incised
representation on a thirteenth-century sgraffiato
bowl.2 This courtyard-centered building, used
only for walled citadels, is seemingly less inimical
to urban settings than the free-standing pavilion.
Again, lack of evidence from Iran proper makes
it difficult to prove a Persian origin for this palace
type, which is also found in other citadel palaces
in the Levant. The decor on the palace of Badr al-
Din Lu'lu' in Mosul and the fragment of a twelfth-
or thirteenth-century luster tile from Iran with
similar decoration point to an Iranian Seljuq
source, however.- Despite its compact massing
and traditional courtyard plan, this palace did
not have an urban presence, huddling as it did
behind citadel walls. It is only by conjoining the
pavilion with another urban architectural form
-the defensive wall with towers-that a royal
presence was expressed architecturally.

The early prestige of the Persian pavilion type

can be gauged, not from surviving Iranian exam-
ples, but by its imitation in Byzantium. In the mid-
twelfth century, Emperor John Comnenus had
built a palace called Mouchroutas (from the
Arabic makhrita, conical) next to the imperial
audience hall in Constantinople. From a textual
description, we learn that it was a pavilion sur-
mounted by a muqarnas dome and decorated
with figural cruciform tiles. Among the figures
depicted was the emperor himself, seated on the
floor in the manner of a Seljuq monarch.4

The Byzantines also built suburban walled hunt-
ing preserves, in which they erected tents and
large, impressive structures that served as a resi-
dence for the emperor. If any of the buildings
found in these parks was of the pavilion type, it is
not evident from contemporary descriptions of
one such imperial paradeisos, the Philopation,
located outside the land walls of Constantinople.
The Philopation's setting, function, and proxim-
ity to the citadel of the Blachernai Palace com-
pound, however, are strikingly similar to features
of Rum Seljuq palace parks from the late twelfth
and thirteenth centuries.5

The presence of suburban royal walled gardens
outside the Rum Seljuq capital is attested by
Ansbertus, chronicler of the Third Crusade. He
relates that, while attacking Konya in 1190, Em-
peror Frederick Barbarossa and his armies
camped in the "hortum et viridarium regium" of the
Rum Seljuqs, a phrase that differentiates the
open parkland beloved of mounted Seljuq hunt-
ers from the more verdant garden enclosure.6

Again, this distinction is better known from later,
especially Timurid, sources. These opposite ends
of the Persianate world would be conjoined when
Tamerlane planted his otaq in a garden outside
Konya in 1402.7

Two of these Seljuq royal domains were located
outside Konya, one at Meram, the other at Filo-
bad. Suburban palaces were not built solely as
retreats from the city. Rather, their military func-
tion, mentioned in connection with the siege of
Konya, was integral to their placement. The Sel-
juq army, the main source of support for the
sultan, would use the plains outside Konya near
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these palaces as a campground and point of
assembly.8 Under Sultan Alaeddin Keykubad (r.
1219-37), whose reign marked the height of
Rum Seljuq power, similar royal preserves were
also built near Kayseri and Alanya, and at a new
site called Kubadabad, located on the shores of
Lake Beysehir, southwest of Konya.

Some four miles outside of Kayseri, the princi-
pal city of the eastern part of his realm, Sultan
Alaeddin Keykubad constructed the complex he
named Kubadiye in 1224-26 (fig. 2). Here, con-
forming to the siting criteria favored by the Rum
Seljuq dynasty, namely abundant water, verdure,
and a view across to the mountains, three pavil-
ions were situated along the edge of a small lake.
Remains of a pier on a promontory extending
into the lake testify to its use for boating excur-
sions. Pavilion remains consisted of barrel- and
groin-vaulted substructures constructed of rough-
ly coursed or rubble stone masonry. Excavations
revealed tile fragments that once clad them.9

Here, as elsewhere, tents supplemented the lim-
ited shelter afforded by these modest structures.

Kubadiye also conforms to the military aspect
of these settings. Here, the sultan would encamp
in the spring, while his armies assembled for
campaigns to the south and east. Like Konya, the
palace of Kubadiye was located near a plain,
Meshhediye, where the Seljuq armies encamped.
It is also here that Sultan Alaeddin Keykubad
died, perhaps of poison, while preparing to set
out on a campaign against the Ayyubids.' °

On the coastal plain outside Alanya, pavilions,
several of them in garden enclosures, were also
built following Alaeddin Keykubad's acquisition
of that town in 1221. They share the same siting
criteria as Kubadiye." The two-story Gfilefsen
kiosk at Clplakh is the best preserved (figs. 3-4).
Itis located next to a stream and still has the pipes
that once brought water to a pool in a second-
story room. This upper room looks down on the
stream and across the green of the plain toward
the sea, but it is separated from its surroundings
by an enclosure wall. The Guilefsen kioskwas built
of rubble masonry, with both lower and upper
stories barrel-vaulted. This masonry was covered
with painted plaster on the outside, and painted
plaster and tiles on the inside.

As in Konya and Kayseri, there was also a royal
residence in the citadel at Alanya that corre-
sponded to these suburban pleasure palaces.' 2

The citadel palace at Alanya consisted of a series
of courts covered with frescoed patterns leading

to towers in the southeastern corner of the citadel
(fig. 5). These towers, themselves decorated on
the interior with tiles and frescoes, seem occa-
sionally to have been used as a residence and/or
audience hall by the sultan.

Other structures grouped around the periph-
ery of the citadel also bear painted fresco designs
similar to those seen in the courts. One tower, the
so-called Adam Atacagl, is located on the north-
west of the citadel, and provides the most spectac-
ular sea view of the entire citadel. The surviving
story of this tower is built of brick, like other non-
defensive parts of the Seljuq citadel (parts of the
"palace," the cisterns, and the bathhouse just
outside), and unlike the remaining towers,which
are all constructed of rubble masonry. This, to-
gether with the presence of water piping leading
to the tower, suggests it was actually a pavilion.
Perched on the edge of a sheer drop to the sea
eight hundred feet below, it possessed the requi-
site spectacular view of the mountain and water
beloved of the Seljuqs (fig. 6).

Late in his reign, Alaeddin Keykubad built a
new summer palace, which he named Kubada-
bad,'3 on the shores of Lake Beysehir. He as-
signed the responsibility for its construction to
the amir Sadeddin K6pek, his overseer of the
hunt and of building (amir u-shikar va mi'miar),
but the sultan sited and drew the buildings of the
palace himself (fig. 7).'4 This palace, too, had
buildings set near the water's edge with views
across the water toward the mountains and an
island that served as a destination for boating
excursions. The importance of views to the con-
ceptualization of this type of palace is under-
scored by the passage cited above, which refers to
palace buildings (qar), but also to manzarhi,
places of viewing or belvederes.

Kubadabad is unique in being the only Rum
Seljuq palace remote from a fortified town, seem-
ingly devoid of the military component identified
with the suburban palaces of Konya and Kayseri.
However, Professor Rfichan Arlk's excavations
have uncovered remains of extensive fortifica-
tions on the nearby Klz Kalesi island in Lake
Beyehir, restoring a defensive military compo-
nent to the site.'5

Finally, the last and perhaps best known of the
Rum Seljuq palaces was the one at the Konya
citadel, known today as the Alaeddin Kok (fig.
8). Here, one story of a large pavilion still re-
mains. Originally two stories high, with balconies
facing out in three directions over the town, the
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pavilion stands halfway down the citadel mound,
built atop the citadel wall that predates Alaed-
din's walls of 1220-21. First built by Sultan Kilih
Arslan in the late twelfth century and decorated
with minai tiles, painted fresco patterns, marble
lions, and a tile inscription around the balcony
windows, it was refurbished by Sultan Alaeddin
Keykubad with fresco, tile, and stucco ornament
reflecting the style of his other palaces.'"

Thus composed, these palaces constituted a
cycle of royal dwelling places: Alanya was the Rum
Seljuq winter residence, Konya the site of the
official palace, Kubadabad a palace used during
the summer months, and Kubadiye a camp site to
prepare for spring campaigning. In addition to
these, other royal resting palaces abounded: car-
avansarays provided with luxurious quarters and
possibly a palace at Aqsaray, where tell-tale tiles
have been found reused in a later building.'7

Kubadabad represents a change in the history
of Rum Seljuq palaces, an indication of the pal-
ace edging toward the mainstream of Rum Seljuq
public architecture. The sharp delineation be-
tween a private, architecturally ephemeral envi-
ronment with an abundance of figural decora-
tion, and the mainly aniconic, massive stone public
architecture of Alaeddin Keykubad's mosques
and caravansarays began to dissolve with the aban-
donment of the pavilion as the central architec-
tural expression of palace architecture. At Ku-
badabad, the two-unit caravansaray furnishes the
model for the large palace.'8 The tile decoration
of this palace and Kubadabad in general, despite
a plethora of images and Persian poetry relating
to traditional Persianate themes of hunting, drink-
ing, and music-playing, also points to an integra-
tion with a more public expression of monarchy.
Two images in particular, the stucco relief of the
mounted hunter-king (fig. 9) and a tile repre-
senting a double-headed eagle inscribed "al-
sultan" on its body (fig. 10) link Kubadabad, the
latest of Alaeddin's palaces, to other monuments
he had built more than a decade earlier.'9

If the form of the larger palace at Kubadabad
recalls a caravansaray, then the image of the
hunter, the double-headed eagle, and the al-
sul.tan inscription all lead us to the city walls built
by Sultan Alaeddin Keykubad in Konya in 1220-
21. As with the building of Kubadabad, Ibn Bibi
informs us that the sultan was directly in-
volved in the planning and construction of these
walls.2 0 The angel, or winged victory, hovering
above the hunting monarch in the stucco relief

from Kubadabad recalls the winged figures found
on the sides of the Larende Gate in Konya (fig.
11). It reminds us that the gates into the city
marked not only the procession into Konya and
its citadel, site of the main official palace and
dynastic tombs, but that gates were also the locus
of the practice of welcoming a visitor before the
city walls and conducting him with ceremony into
town. The Rum Seljuqs also staged elaborate
royal ceremonies recalling the Roman ceremo-
nies of adventus and largitio.2'

Royal imagery was not lacking on the city walls
of Konya, and included the double-headed eagle
(fig. 12) and inscriptions of al-sultan or al-sultani
(figs. 13-14), a signaling of sultanic domain. The
building of certain towers on the walls of Konya
and other cities was delegated to the leading
amirs of the state, and they were allowed to insert
into them inscriptions recording their sponsor-
ship of stretches of certain walls or towers. But the
emblematic use of al-sultan or al-sutnf, also
known from the city walls of Alanya (fig. 15),
stamps the general enterprise as a royal one. We
can plausibly extend the use of this monogram to
all other expressions of sultanic authority. Chan-
cellery documents of the Rum Seljuqs began with
the same heading (fig. 16), as did inscriptions on
certain caravansarays.2 2 It is impossible grammat-
ically to link the use of al-sutan or al-sutanii with
the text following: the word was meant to be self-
contained-a tura-like expression of royal do-
minion. In accounts of victorious Seljuq sieges,
the beginning of the end is often signaled by the
planting of the sultan's sancak or banner on the
city wall. Unfortunately no Seljuq banners have
survived, but itis difficult to imagine that they did
not at least begin with this word."

On the city walls of Konya, original Seljuq
reliefs like the winged figures were combined
with mainly Roman spolia, including figural sculp-
ture, and building inscriptions. Conceptually
uniting these elements were quotations from the
Shahnama and other sources carved in stone and
placed on the walls. 24 From this evidence, Ibn
Bibi's flights of poetry and the very names of
these sultans, we are led to believe that the
Shahnama and medieval Persian mirror-for-
princes literature provided these Anatolian mon-
archs with their self-image. No other city walls
match those of Konya for their literary and icon-
ographic complexity. Others, however, provide
us with more evidence for a radically functional
interpretation of the Rum Seljuq royal demesne.
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The reign of Alaeddin Keykubad marks the
beginning of the dissolution of distinctions
between private palatial and public domains.
Images on the walls of Kubadabad echo those
used on the walls of Konya, providing a recogniz-
able iconography associated with the monarch,
whether in his palace or on horseback entering
the capital. Different but also significant evi-
dence for palatial imagery spreading into the
public realm is found in two bathhouses. The one
in Kayseri built by Alaeddin's wife Huand Hatun
as part of her building complex there has figural
tiles of the Kubadabad type adorning its walls.25
Alara castle, conquered by Sultan Alaeddin soon
after neighboring Alanya, also had built in its
citadel a bathhouse with tiled walls and painted
astrological imagery in the dome.2 6 It is impossi-
ble to imagine either bathhouse doubling as an
audience hall in the manner of Khirbat al-Mafjar.
Still, this decoration can be seen as an extension
of the private figural imagery of the Persian
palace pavilion into other architectural settings
where the sultan presented himself on a regular
basis. Nevertheless, this extension seems to be
confined to interior settings during Alaeddin's
reign.

Following the Seljuq defeat by the Mongols in
1243, the diminished territory and resources of
the Rum Seljuq state were reflected in palace
architecture. The Seljuq sultans, now little more
than Mongol vassals, confined themselves largely
to the southern littoral. It is impossible to date
Seljuq decoration found on the south coast to
either the 1230s or 1240s, but its preponderance
must in some measure reflect the increased time
the Seljuq sultans spent there.

Under Sultan Alaeddin, a series of way stations
had been established along the south coast link-
ing Alanya, Antalya, and the two major routes
north across the Taurus mountains. 27 Some of
these were caravansarays like Alara Han, built in
1231 near the base of Alara castle and next to a
bridge across the Alara (Cayl; others were adapta-
tions of existing ruins.2 8 The best known of these
was a second-century Roman theater at Aspen-
dos. Here the interior of the staircase building on
the south of the scene building was decorated
with figural tiles of the same type as those found
at Kubadabad, suggesting that itwas Sultan Alaed-
din Keykubad who undertook the remodeling. 2 9

In addition to the decoration of the staircase
building, an entrance portal and a large buttress-
like structure were added to the outside of the

scene building. A window in the scene building
gave access to the top of the buttress next to the
staircase building; in essence the buttress func-
tioned as a belvedere looking out over the sur-
rounding countryside, with a view of trees, moun-
tains, and water.

In 1332 the celebrated Muslim traveler Ibn
Battuta visited Alanya and found the lord there
resident outside the city.s Around the villages of
Oba, Clplakli, and Cikcilli remains of several
fourteenth-century buildings including pavilions
and other structures can still be found.31 These
remains are difficult to differentiate from Seljuq
ones. It is only by comparing dated instances of
decoration that we can tell these later from earli-
er examples.

Outside Alanya's Kale Kaplsl (figs. 17-18), the
main gate to the upper castle, inside its gate-
house, and on the exterior of both staircase
buildings of the theater of Aspendos (figs. 19-
20), Seljuq artisans applied large fields of red-
and-white checkerboard or zigzag patterns. The
checkerboard pattern is found on the Konya
citadel walls, the Guflefsen pavilion outside Alan-
ya (fig. 21), and on the walls of the Alanya citadel.
The zigzags appear on the walls of the Alanya
citadel palace, at the back of Alara Han, at Guilef-
,en, the nearby Hacl Baba kiosk at Cikcilli, a kiosk
at Gazipaa east of Alanya, and in tiles from both
Kubadabad and Alanya citadel (fig. 22). This
extension of palace decoration to city gates and
the outside of caravansaray and palace, where
entrance and welcoming ceremonies took place,
continues the previous trend of replicated royal
settings, but here the palace imagery is simplified
and applied on a grander scale to exterior set-
tings.3 2

Pertinent, perhaps, to the ceremonies of the
Seljuqs of Rum are the miniatures of the romance
of Varqa and Gulshah.3 3 In its miniatures, checker-
board patterns are frequently seen, zigzag pat-
terns less often. Zigzags are found on clothing,
and checkerboard patterning is always found on
shields. As a consequence, these two patterns are
used only in scenes of war and combat, and are
associated exclusively with mounted figures (fig.
23a-b).34 The association of these simple, bold
patterns with mounted cavalrymen and scenes of
combat in this manuscript and the same patterns
in prominent positions on the walls of citadels,
kiosks, and city gates argue for a heraldic mean-
ing to the checkerboard and the zigzag.3 5

In the late 1230s and 1240s, then, a single
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palace type with very specific topographic and
scenographic conventions developed into a
whole range of buildings that can be called
palatial using two criteria: first, decoration con-
sistentwith known palace kiosks, and, second, the
recorded presence of the sultan in, or his passage
through, them. A limited repertory of unsophis-
ticated geometric ornament in painted plaster
was used to decorate them outside or for large
interior wall expanses; smaller quarters were dec-
orated with tile.

Overlaps between media occur in the zigzag
tiles from Alanya citadel and a painted plaster
imitation of an ablaq interlace knot above the
entrance to the stage tower atAspendos (fig. 24).
In addition, a weathered painted figure by the
entrance to Alara castle can be interpreted as a
stand-in for the spolia statues or other reliefs that
stood at city gates in towns like Konya.36

The pavilion of Gulefsen can be dated to the
reign of Alaeddin Keykubad because of the sim-
ilarity of its ornament to that of the Alanya
castle and citadel. If the zigzags on the theater at
Aspendos also date to the same reign, the several
repaintings visible mean that the structure con-
tinued to be inhabited in the following decade.
Likewise, the rubble crenellations at Alara Han,
the only part of the building with zigzag fresco
decoration, seem to be of later date than the
ashlar construction of the walls of the building 37

The explosion and simplification of decorative
imagery in this period can, in my opinion, be
associated with Rum Seljuq decline. Even if the
zigzag and checkerboard imagery had been found
earlier, it had supplemented more technically
and thematically complex imagery using tiles,
stucco, and other media. The image remains that
of a Seljuq monarch on the fringes both of his
realm and of a high cultural and architectural
tradition, now inhabiting a ruined theater, now a
castle, now the pavilions of his glorious predeces-
sors. The heterogeneous architectural settings
were integrated through the use of these pat-
terns.

To the east of Alanya and Gfilefsen along the
coast are two other pavilions, one at Sedre, the
other at Gazipasa.38 Both are located near
rivers, at distances and locations similar to the
stations along the way from Alanya to Antalya.

The similarity of its red zigzag fresco decoration
to that of Alanya and elsewhere dates the pavilion
at Gazipasa (fig. 25) to the 1230s or 1240s. If we
are to take these as way stations along the coastal
road, then they should be roughly contemporary;
they are an expansion of the Seljuq royal domain
to the east, where no trade routes and conse-
quently no caravansarays lay. 39

The tendency for rulers to build palaces only
for themselves can be traced back to the very
beginning of Islamic civilization. The personal
onomastic identification of Alaeddin Keykubad
with his three palace foundations at Alanya
('Alafiyya), Kubadabad, and Kubadiye empha-
sizes the ephemerality and expendability of the
form as well as the materials of the palace. Names
of later Anatolian palaces such as Felekabad at
Egridir reinforce this commonplace.

It is this sense of the replicability and replace-
ability of power so central to the medieval con-
ceptualization of temporal authority that, togeth-
er with the duties and exigencies of rule,
encouraged the replication of royal palace com-
plexes around the Rum Seljuq state. From the
replication of palaces it is a short step to the
abstraction of a simplified set of decorative ele-
ments for each and every royal setting. This trend
began under Sultan Alaeddin, as Rum Seljuq
architecture began to seek a style of its own, and
accelerated in the years following 1243.

This period of radical reductionism and func-
tionalism seems to have had only an indirect
effect on later Anatolian palace architecture.
Karamanoglu and other Beylik-era rulers contin-
ued to build individual suburban or citadel pal-
aces and named them after themselves. The ma-
jor architectural development is a squat,
free-standing one-story structure with access to
the roof-a hybrid building using the building
materials, massing, and location of a caravansa-
ray, and with some of the plan and siting criteria
of a pavilion set in a royal preserve. The pavilion
at Gazipaa is one example, but the best known is
the Hlzlr Ilyas Kiosk at Erkilet near Kayseri, which
dates to the reign of Alaeddin's successor, Sultan
Keykhusraw II.40 It is a byproduct of this period of
experimentation, but carries with it little of the
poetry of the Persianate pavilion, so tied to liter-
ary and scenographic topoi.
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